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ABSTRACT. The characteristic matrices (in the sense of Stone) of the sum and product
of two closed linear operators in Hubert space are found in terms of the characteristic

matrix of each operator. From these, necessary and sufficient conditions for the domain of

the sum or product to be dense are found, and a new simple condition for the density of

the domain of the sum is proved. The ideas developed are applied to the direct integral

decomposition of closed linear operators.

In this paper, we are concerned with the problems of adding and multiplying

partially defined linear operators on a Hubert space. Let A and B be linear

operators on a Hubert space % with domains ^(A) and fyB), and graphs §(A)

and §(B) in % © X We say A is closable if §(A) is the graph of a linear operator.

Then it is well known that ^(A + B) = ^(A) D ^(B) may be {0}, even though

%A) and fyB) are dense. Also A + B may not be closable, even though A and

B are closed (i.e. have closed graphs).

We consider the problem of finding general conditions which enable one to

determine when these undesirable cases do not arise. Our approach is by way of

the "characteristic matrix" of Stone [4], and we find the characteristic matrix of

the sum {(A + B) and product BA of two general closed linear operators A and

B. Our result is in the form of the limit of an expression in the characteristic

matrix elements in A and B, but we also obtain a simple formula in these matrix

elements, which determines when ^(A A- B) is dense.

In the final section we consider one application of these results, to the direct

integral theory of closed linear operators, as developed by Nussbaum [2]. (It may

be appropriate to point out here that some of his results were stated earlier by

Pallu de Barrière [3].) We obtain two theorems, of the form "the sum and product

of the integrals is the integral of the sums and products", which seem to be the

most general that can be obtained in this context

1. Characteristic matrices. Let % be a fixed complex Hubert space; we use the

notation:

%2 = %®%,       %3 = %<B%®%.

The operator 1 is the identity operator; the Hubert space on which it acts may
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274 M. J. J. LENNON

be deduced from the context. If A is a closable linear operator in % the closure

of A is denoted [A]~.

Let A be a linear operator in % domain %A) and range <3L(A) in DC and graph

§(A) in %2. Let G(A) be the orthogonal projection onto the closure of @(A). We

may write G(A) as a matrix of bounded linear operators on %

cw - [t t]

This matrix is called the characteristic matrix of A. We have the following

theorem.

Theorem 1.1. A 2x2 matrix (Ay) of bounded linear operators on % is the

characteristic matrix of a closed linear operator on % if and only if

(0 2,--i,2 AyAjk - Aik, i, k = 1,2,

(ii) A* = Aß, i,j = 1, 2,
(iii) 1 — An is injective.

Furthermore, if (Ay) is the characteristic matrix of the closed operator A, we have

(iv)0<¿„ < l,0</f22<l, \\AX2\\ < 1,

(v) Q)(A) = [Axxxx + AX2x21 x,,x2 G %), A: Axxxx + Ax2x2^* A2XxL+ Anx2.

Proof. See Stone [4], and Nussbaum [2].

If A and B are any two closed linear operators in % we shall use the notation

Ay, By, for the elements of their characteristic matrices throughout the rest of the

paper.

The usefulness of the concept of characteristic matrix is increased by the fact

that it is possible to calculate the operators Ay explicitly if %A) is dense. In the

following theorem we summarise information which is obtainable from the

operators Ay.

Theorem 1.2. Let A be a closed linear operator on % and (Ay) its characteristic

matrix. Then we have:

(i) <ÍD (A) is dense iff Axx is injective. In this case,

Axx = (\ + A* A)-\ AX2 =A*(\ +AA*)-\

A2X =A(l +A*A)-\       A22=AA*(l+AA*)-i.

We also have

(ii) A is injective iff I — Axx is injective. In this case,

g(/«-') = R22 M
L^12     ^llj
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(iii) A is bounded iffAxx > al for some a > 0.

(iv) A is normal iff all the Ay are normal and commute with each other.

Proof. See Stone [4] and Nussbaum [2].

2. Bicharacteristic matrices. Let A and B be two closed linear operators on X

Definition. The sum bigraph, %(A,B), is the subspace of %* defined by

{(x,Ax,x,Bx) | x e <3)(/4) n ^(B)).

The product bigraph, 9(A, B), is the subspace of %* defined by

{(x,Ax,Ax,BAx) | x G <%(A),Ax G ^(B)).

Lemma 2.1. %(A, B) and 9(A,B) are closed subspaces.

Proof. Let {(x„,Ax„,x„,Bxn)) be a Cauchy sequence in cs(A,B). Then {x„},

[Axn], [Bx„] are all Cauchy in X so there exist x, y, z G % such that xn -* x,

Ax„ -» y, Bx„ -> z. Since A and B are closed, x G ^(A) n ^(fi), .y = Ax, z

= Z?x, and hence {(x„,Ax„,x„,Bx„)} converges to an element of S(A,B).

The proof for 9(A, B) is similar.

Let S(A,B) and P(A,B) be the orthogonal projections onto S(A,B) and

9(A, B) respectively. We may write these projections as 4 X 4 matrices, (Sy) and

(ft) respectively, of bounded linear operators on X We call these matrices the

bicharacteristic matrices of A and B.

Proposition 2.2. (i) 2/=i SySjk = Sik, 2jL| PjPk = ft, i. k = 1, ..., 4.

(ii) SJ = 5,,, J}* = 15, i,j = 1, ..., 4.
(iii) ^(/l) n ^¡(B) is dense iff Sxx is infective.

(iv) {x G ty(A) | Ax G ^(B)} is dense iff Pxx is infective.

Proof. The proof may be carried out in exactly the same way as the analogous

facts are proved in [2] and [4].

3. Calculation of the bicharacteristic matrices. In this section we find an

expression for each Sy and ft in terms of the bounded operators Ay and By.

Let Ex be the orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace of %*,

\ixX,X2,Xi,Xi) | X|  = X3),

and let E2 be the orthogonal projection onto @(A) © §(B). Then it is easy to see

that S(A,B) is the intersection of Ex%4 and E2%*. It follows [5, Theorem 13.7]

that S(A,B) is the limit in the strong operator topology of the sequence

[EX(E2£,)"}. Since
"4:1 0   ¿1 0

0 10 0
1         11 0   11 0

0 0    0 1

An AX2 0 0

A2X An 0 0

0 0 Bxx BX2  '

0 0 B2l B22
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S(A,B) may be calculated explicitly. The result would not be of much use,

however, if it were not that great simplification is possible. We give the final result

of this simplification and prove its correctness by induction.

Theorem 3.1. Let A and B be any two closed linear operators, and let (Ay), (By)

be their characteristic matrices. For n = 1,2,..., define

i-i

s---5i,(/)[-2^+Ä»>r-
and let X be any one of Axx — Bxx, A2X, B2X, and Y any one of Axx — Bxx, AX2, Bx2.

Then the limit in the strong operator topology of the sequence [XS„ Y) exists.

Denoting this limit by [A'Sy] we have

Sxx = 513 = 53I = 533 = \(AXX + Bxx) + li[(Axx - BXX)S(AXX - Bxx)],

S12 =S32 = VzAl2+K[(Aix -7?,,)&412],

521 =S23 = &42, + K[A2lS(Alx -77,,)],

Sl4 =534 = mi2 - K[(AU -Bu)SBl2],

54, = 543 = KB21 - K[B21S(An - 5,,)],

^24 = - [^21^12].

^42 = ~  [B2iSAl2],

522 = A22 + [^21SA til»

544 =7722 + [B2lSB12].

Proof. First define S0 = 0, and note that

0) Sn(l - ¡(Axx + Bxx)) = Sn+X + ¡I,      « = 0,1,2.

Let C be the operator Axx — Bxx. We shall first prove by induction

k(Axx + Bxx)   \AX2  VMxi + Bxx)   \BX2

Ex(E2Exy+1 =
Î^2I •22 \A2X 0

\(AXX + BXX) \AX2   \(AXX+BXX)    \BX2

\B2X 0 \B2X B22

\CSnC \CSnAx2        \CSnC -\CSnBx2

\A2XS„C A2xSnAx2      \A2XSnC -A2XSnBx2

iCS„C        '2CSnAx2        \CS„C -¡CS„BX2

~iB2xS„C -B2XS„AX2   -2B2XS„C B2XSnBx2

This is clearly true for n = 0. Assume it is true for n = k, and let

+
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(Ry) = Ex(E2Exr2

277

= EX(E2EX)i*+i

Mn

A

iBn

\B2X

"22

0

0

Mu
Mai

2 #21

0

0

*ia

¿22

Then it is easy to check that each Ry has the required form, using the

relationship (*) and relationships derived from Theorem 1.1, such as AX2A2X

= Axx — A\\. For example, we have

Rxx = K4i + 5n)2 + \CSkC(Axx + Bxx) + }¡AX2A2X

+ \BX2B2X + \CSk(Ax2A2X - BX2B2X)

= i(Axx + Bxx) + l(-A2xx + AXXBXX A- BXXAXX - £?,)

+ ¡CSk(A2xx - BXXAXX A- AXXBXX - 5?, + 2AXX - 2/1?, - 2BXX + 2B2XX)

= \<Au + BiX) - HA» - Bxx)2 + ¡CSk(2(l - \(AXX + BXX))C)

= \(An + Bxx)A-iCSk+xC.

Since we know that [Ex (E2 Ex )"} converges in the strong operator topology to

S(A,B), it follows that the operators XS„ Y converge in the strong operator

topology to bounded operators, where X is any one of C, A2X, B2X and Y any one

of C,AX2, BX2. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The corresponding theorem for the product bicharacteristic matrix can now be

deduced by analogy from the observation that 9(A, B) is the intersection of E2%*

and the subspace {(xi,x2x3,x4) | x2 = x3}.

Theorem 3.2. Let A and B be any two closed linear operators, and let (Ay), (By)

be their characteristic matrices. For n = 1,2,... define

«--iiot-i^+^r
and let X be any one of A22 — BXX, Ax2, B2X, and Y any one of A22 — Bxx, A2X, Bx2.

Then the limit in the strong operator topology of the sequence [XTn Y} exists.

Denoting this limit by [XTY] we have

Pv. = P23 = Ri = ^3 = K^aa + *n) + IK^aa - 511)T(^22 - Bxx)],

Pa = ^3 = Mia + i\AaT(4n " Bxx)],

Pn - Hi - Mai + il^aa " Bn)TAMl

Pu = Pu = íBx2 - IKzíjj - BXX)TBX2],

P42 = Pii = 5^21 - ï[^21 ^(^22 - Bxx)],
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P„ = Axx + [AX2TA2X],

Pu = -[Ai2TBx2],

Pax =-[B2xTA2X],

P44 = B22 + [B2X TBX2\.

Proof. Letting £3 be the orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace

{(x1,x2,x3,x4) I x2 = x3), it is easy to see that the substitution of £3 for Ex in the

proof of Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the substitutions

Axx^A-12,   A22^AXX,   AX2-*A2X,   A2X -> AX2,

and the exchange of the first and second rows, and first and second columns, in

Ex(E2Ex)n+1. The present theorem then follows by making these same substitu-

tions in the statement of the preceding theorem.

In many cases we can compute the Sy and Py explicitly, without finding the

limits as above.

Proposition 33. If the subspace spanned by ty(A) U <>¡)(B) is dense in %

Axl + ^11 is injective. In thiscase, let X be any one of Axx — Bxx, A2X, B2X and Y any

one of Axx — Bxx, AX2, Bx2, and suppose X(AXX + Bxx)~l is closable. Then

[XSY] = -[X(AXX + Bxxri]-Y.

Proof. Suppose (Axx + Bxx)x = 0; then we must have Axxx = Bxxx = 0, and

from Theorem l.l(i), A2xx = B2xx — 0 also. Thus

<■M11.P1 + AX2y2 + Bxxy3 + BX2yA) = 0      Vy,,^,^,^.

But [Axxyx + Ax2y2 + Bxxy3 + Bx2y4) = span ^(A) U ^(B), so x = 0.

In this case, we see that

Sn = (Axx + «„r'Kl - K^n + Bxx))n - 1],       n = 0, 1, 2, ...,

and since Axx + Bxx is injective, selfadjoint, and bounded by 2,

lim [(1 - \(Axx + Bxx))n - l]x = -x       Vx G DC.
n-~*co

Now for any x G DC we have

X(AXX + BXXV[(\ - \(AXX + Bxx)n - l]Yx = XS„ Yx -* [A"Sy]x

and

[(I - {(Axx + Bxx))n - l]Yx ^-Yx.

Hence if X(AXX + Bxx)~l is closable, then Yx E ^([(^n + 5„)"']") and
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[X(AXX + Bxx)-l]~Yx = -[XSY]x.

Corollary 3.4. Let the span of ^(A) U ^(B) be dense in % and suppose the

domains

^((AnA-Bur^Au-Bn)),   <V((AXX + BXXYXAX2),   %(AXX + A,,)"1 BX2)

are all dense in X Then

Sil - 5,3 = 53l = S33 - l^ii + Bxx)- k[(Axx-Bxx)(Axx + B„)-l(4n ~ Bxx)]~,

sx2 = s32 - s2*. = si = Mu - WAh - BXX)(AXX + BxxyxAx2]-,

514 - 534 - Stx = St, = \BX2 + \{(AXX - BXX)(AXX + £,,)-'£12r,

524 - 54*2 = [A2X(AXX + BXX)-XBX2]-,

S22=A22-[A2X(AXXA-BXX)-1AX2T,

Sm = b22-[b2X(axxa-bu)-1bí2]-.

Let JT be any one of (Axx - Bxx), A2X, B2X, and suppose x G ^((An

+ BXX)~XX*), y G <V((AXX A-Bxx)-1). Then (y,(Axx + Blx)-]X*x} = {X(AXX

-f-5„)~'^,x>, showing ((Axx + BXX)~XX*)* D X(AXX A- Bxx)~l and hence that

X(AXX + 5n)_1 is closable. The'corollary follows from Proposition 3.2.

Analogous results can be obtained for the ft; we leave the exact statement of

these results to the reader.

4. Sufficient conditions for ^(A A- B) to be dense. From the preceding section

and Proposition 2.2, we have immediately

Proposition 4.1.

(i) <3)C4 + B) is dense in % iff Axx + Bxx + [(Axx - BXX)S(AXX A- Bxx)] > 0.

(ii) <$(j&4) is dense in%iffAxx + [AX2TA2X] > 0.

These conditions may be interpreted in the appropriate way if the conditions

of Corollary 3.4 hold (or its analogue for products). It is interesting to rederive

in this way known results in the cases when one of the operators A or B is

bounded, or when \A\ and \B\ (i.e. (A*A)[/2 and (B*B)t/2) commute. A somewhat

less trivial result is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let A and B be closed linear operators, with dense domains, and

suppose

Re(Axxx,Bux)>0       Vx e X x # 0.

Then Q)(A + B) is dense in X

Proof. We have, for every nonzero x G X
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1104,, + 7i„)x||2 = ((A2XX + B¡x)x,x) + 2 Re (Axxx,BXix)

> ((A2XX + £?,)x,x) - 2 Re (Axxx,Bxxx)

= \\(Axl - Bxx)x\\2.

Thus for every x G <&(AXX + Bxx), x ¥= 0,

\\(4n - Bxx)(Axx + Bxx)-lx\\ < ||x||.

Thus (Axx — BXX)(AXX + Bxx)~x is closable, and (Axx + 77,,)"'(/!,i — Bxx) is

defined on the whole space. For any x # 0, we have

||(4„ - Bxx)(AXx + Bxx)-l(Axx - Bxx)x\\ < \\(AXX - 7?„)x|| < \\(AXX + 77„)x||,

so by the triangle inequality,

A\\Sllx\\ = \\[(All+Bll)-(A11-Bll)(All +77,,)"l<Atl - 7?,,)]x||

>\\\(All+Bll)x\\-\\(Au-Bll)(All +Bll)-1(All-Bll)x\\\>0.

The result now follows from Proposition 2.2.

5. Characteristic matrices of sums and products. We use the results of §3 to

calculate the characteristic matrices of the sum and product of two closed linear

operators.

Let £4 be the projection operator in DC4 with matrix

10 0    0

0   ¿1 0   ¿1

0    0 10

0   il 0   il

«(DC).

Then 7i4S'(/l,7i)DC4 = {(x,\(A + B)x,x,{(A + B)x) \ x G <%(A + 77)} and the

projection onto the closure of the range of E4S(A,B) is easily seen to have the

form

irc(i(^ + Ä)) Gao*+ *))"!    rau . R)) _ m*?\
2[g(¡(a + b)) gü(a + b))]'   GW + B))eW?),

where G(\(A + 77)) = characteristic matrix of \(A + B). We can thus find

G(\(A + B)) by using the following result.

Lemma 5.1. If C is any linear operator with \\C\\ = 1, the projection onto the

closure of the range of C,

Rc= lim(l -(1-CC*)")
«—♦00

in the strong operator topology.
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Proof. For any operator T, let NT be the projection onto the nullspace of T.

Then we have Rc = 1 - Nc, = 1 - Ncc.. But 1 = ||C||2 = ||CC*|| > CC*

> 0, so if

CC* = £ XdE(X)

is the spectral decomposition of CC*,

(1 - CC*f = JT' (1 - XfdE(X).

Since zVcc. = E({0)), it follows that zVcc. = Km, ,M(1 - CC*)n in the strong

operator topology.

Theorem 5.2. Let A and B be any two closed linear operators, and (Ay), (By) their

characteristic matrices. Then the characteristic matrix of\(A + B) is given by

1 - GMA + 5)) =    lim — / (1 - G(A)) + (1 - G(B))
n=- 2" '

ll-B,1)S(All-Bu)]   [(¿11-511)S(,112-5I2)]\

21 -B2l)S(Au -B2l))   l(A2t -B21)S(A.2-Bl2)]J

lim      I

l(A

lui

25, ! Sl2+S¡4

Sj, +541   <Á(S22 + S24 +542 +S44)

in the strong operator topology (where [(A2X — B2X )S(AX2 — Bl 2)] etc. are defined as

in Theorem 3.1).

Proof. It is clear that it is sufficient to prove 1 - G(\(A + B)) equal to the

expression after the second equality sign above, and that terms such as

[(A2X - B2X)S(AX2 - Bi2)] exist. Letting C = EAS(A,B), we see ||C|| = 1, unless

C = 0. The second case occurs when G(\(A A- B)) = 0, and the theorem is

trivially true. Also,

CC* = E4S(A,B)E4

25,i 512 + 5W       25,, SX2 + S,4

1   S2X + S4X T S2X + S4X T

2SXX Sx2 + 514       25,| Sx2 A- 5,4

.521 + 541 T 52, + 54, T

where T = 1(5^ + 524 + 542 + 544).

The theorem then follows from the lemma above and the fact that if x is an

element of any ring with unit,

y-(i-(x x\y      If» -0 - 2x)"   1 -0 - 2xA
V     \x x))       2\l-(l-2x)n   l-(l-2x)n)-
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We have found no simple "termwise" formula which would enable the

characteristic matrix of the sum to be calculated as easily as the sum bicharac-

teristic matrix. Thus we have no simple formula which determines when the sum

of two closed operators has a closure.

To obtain the characteristic matrix of the product is even easier than for the

sum. We have

Theorem 53. Let A and B be any two closed linear operators, and (Ay), (By) their

characteristic matrices. Then the characteristic matrix of BA is given by

'•«•s['-[ISJF
(where Pj = i,j element of P(A,B)).

Proof. Let E5 be the projection in DC4 with matrix

"l 0 0 o"

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0'

0 0 0 1_

Then ESP(A,B)%* = {(x,0,0,&4x) | x E ty(BA)} and the projection onto

the closure of this subspace has the form

Ag(BA)xx 0 0 G(BA\2
0 0 0        0

0 0 0        0'

_G(BA)2X 0 0 G(BA)22

The theorem now follows from Lemma 5.1.

For the case of the product of two operators, we have obtained an expression

for the limit, in terms of known operators. The expression has the form

+ 2r[Aa(4a + Bxx)-lBxx(l - 2P22)-lBxx(A22 + BXXY'A2XY

L[B2l(422 + Bu)-*An(l - 2P22)-'7i„0422 + *„)-%,]-

\AX2(A22 + A,,)"1 *„(1 - 27>22)-',422(,422 + A,,)-'*«]"]

[B2x(An + Bxx)-xAn(\ - 2P22)-XA22(A22 + Ti,,)-'^]" J
o

in the case when all inverses exist, and the closures exist as bounded operators.

An expression holding under more general conditions may be found, but we see little

point in phrasing it. The expression above is too complicated to be of much use,

and we shall not prove it here. One can use it to obtain a condition which

determines when the product of two closed operators has a closure.
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6. Direct integrals of sums and products. In this section we apply the results of

the preceding sections to the direct integral theory of closed operators. We use

Dixmier [1] and Nussbaum [2] as basic references.

Let Z be a Borel space, p a positive measure on Z, / -* %(t) a p-measurable

field of Hubert spaces, % = Sz 3C(0 dp(t). Let & be the abelian von Neumann

algebra of diagonalisable operators. For each t G Z, let A(t) be a closed linear

operator in X(r). We say that t -* A(t) is a measurable field of closed operators

iff r —♦ A(i)y is a measurable field of bounded operators for each i,j = 1, 2. In

this case we can define

Ay = f* A(t)ydp(t),

and it follows that the Atj satisfy Theorem 1.1 (i)-(iii)- We define

A = Sz A(t)dp(t) to be the closed linear operator such that G (A) = (Ay).

Theorem 6.1 (Pallu de Barrière-Nussbaum). Let At\QL', i.e. UA = AU for every

unitary operator U in 6L Then there exists a measurable field of closed operators,

t -» A(t), such that

A = f* A(t)dp(t).

Furthermore

(i) ^(A) = {x G % | x(t) e ^(Ait)) almost everywhere (a.e.) and t -» /1(f)

x(t) is square-integrable}.

(ii) Ifx G <>D(/i), / -» A(t)x(t)  is measurable.

(Hi) ^A) is dense iffei)(A(t)) is dense for almost all t. In this case, t —* A(tf is

measurable and A* = Sz A(t)* dp(t).

If A is a closed linear operator and Ar¡S,', we say that A is decomposable.

If A and B are bounded decomposable operators,

A+B=j*(A(t)A-B(t))dp(t),

BA = jT B(t)A(t)dp(t).

Nussbaum has proved that if A and B are decomposable, and each A(t) and B(t)

is bounded, then A + B and BA are closable and the above equations hold with

A + B, BA replaced by [A + B]~, [BA]~~ respectively. We now extend this result

to the case where A and B are arbitrary decomposable operators.

Theorem 6.2. Let A and B be closed decomposable linear operators. Then

(i) <%(A A- B) is dense iff<h)(A(t)) D ®(B(t)) is dense in %i)for almost all t.

(ii) A + B is closable iff A(t) + B(i) is closable for almost all t. In this case,

t —* [A(t) + B(t)]~ is measurable and
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[A + B]~ = j* [A(t) + B(t)Ydp(t).

Proof. Let (Ay), (By) be the characteristic matrices of A and B. Then by

definition,

Ay(t) = (A(t))y   a.e.,       B„(t) = (B(t))y   a.e.

Let Sn be the operator defined in Theorem 3.1. Then since S„ is a polynomial in

the bounded decomposable operators Ay, By, S„ is decomposable, and further-

more

Sn(t) - -j ±t (")[-2-(Axx(<) + Bxxit))J     a.e.

If A" is any one of Axx — 77,,, A2X, B2X, and Y any one of Axx - BXX,AX2, Bx2,

then XS„ Y is decomposable and

(XSnY)(t) = X(t)Sn(t)Y(t)   a.e.

By Theorem 3.1, {A'5By} and {X(t)S„(t)Y(t)} converge in the strong operator

topology, and since A"SB Y -* [XSY], there is a subsequence {n,} such that

(XSn,Y)(t)^[XSY](t)   a.e.

Hence, denoting the limit of {X(t)Sn(t)Y(t)} by [X(t)SY(t)], we have

[X(t)SY(t)] = [XSY](t)   a.e.

It follows that S(A,B)¡¡ is decomposable and for i,j = 1, ..., 4,

S(A,B)y(i) = S(A(i),B(t))y   a.e.

Now using Theorem 5.2, the same argument may be applied again to obtain

G(\(A + 77)) is decomposable and

G({(A + B))(t) = G(k(A(t) + B(t)))   a.e.

The theorem now follows immediately from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and the fact

that a bounded decomposable operator C is injective iff C(t) is injective for

almost all t.

Minor modifications of the above proof give us

Theorem 63. Let A and Be be closed decomposable linear operators. Then

(i) ^(BA) is dense iff<$(B(t)A(t)) is dense in %t) for almost all t.

(ii) BA  is closable iff B(t)A(t) is closable for almost all t. In this case

t -> [B(t)A(t)Y is measurable and

[BA]-=£[B(t)A(t)Vdp(t).
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